RK008AX00A – with adze; RK009AX00H – with hammer

EDGE

with adze / with hammer

Version: 02/2021
The performance of this tool is situated between classical ice axe and
modern technical tool. It combines the advantages of both: curved shaft
for large clearance useful in technical terrain and traditional spike that
penetrates the snow easily when climbing snow slopes. It is the best
choice for steep couloirs and classical alpine terrain.

DESCRIPTION
Head shape is designed so that
it can be jammed into the cracks
and to provide support for
climbing in soft snow, hole in the
head is big enough to fit any
carabiner.

Hot forged head allows use of
adze/hammer and pick replacement, if focused on the lowest
weight, the ice axe can be used
also without adze/hammer.

Pick is aggressive enough for
hard ice and moderate mixed
climbing and also has a smooth
grip zone which protects your
gloves when holding the head.

Bent shaft makes hooking on ice
bulges or rock easy while creating an optimum grip angle.

FIX PLUS leash included.

KEY FEATURES
Spike is narrow and penetrates
the snow easily, a carabiner or
BUNGEE tether may be
attached to its eye.

STANDARDS

1019
EN 13089
pick type 2 (T)
shaft type 2 (T)

MATERIALS

hot forged head
modular design

FEATURES

3

cm
in
54 cm

YEARS

555 g
(incl. pick, adze/hammer;
without the leash)

warranty

USE

Category of use:

55 % CrMo steel
40 % Al alloy
4 % plastic
1 % stainless steel

info@singingrock.com
www.singingrock.com
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MAINTENANCE
Lifetime of this product is not strictly limited by the manufacturer. Depending on the condition of the product and its history it
may be necessary to retire it immediately (e.g. visible signs of
damage). Lifetime of this product can be influenced by various
factors such as: frequent or improper use; usage environment
(humidity, freezing, ice); wear; corrosion; serious stress with
relative deformation; exposure to heat sources; improper
storage; etc.

UV

30 °C
drying

beware of
salt

beware of
UV

beware of
chemicals

no grinding

read
instructions

OTHER VIEWS

RELATED PRODUCTS

HAMMER
RK105BB000

BUNGEE

BUNGEE SINGLE

GRIP STICKER

EDGE PICK

PICK SPACER

ADZE

RK112WX000

RK117WY000

RK114BB000

RK116XX000

RK106BB000

RK106BB000

NOTES
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